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Carolina Scholar Elizabeth Moore interviews for the prestigious Truman Scholarship

. . . . Elizabeth Moore has always been interested in science and math. Health care was something she was naturally drawn to but watching her grandmother struggle with Alzheimer’s Disease sparked a passion for research that the University of South Carolina junior hopes to pursue in her career. Read more: http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2015/03_elizabeth_moore_truman_scholar_ofsp.php#.VRloAOFUjD4

McNair Alumna Mary Lohman helps girls get running

. . . . Sometimes the best research is the research born of true collaboration. Take the ongoing project of social work assistant professor Aidyn Iachini and Girls on the Run Columbia council director and triple alumna Mary Lohman. http://sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2015/03_girls_on_the_run_mary_lohman_aidyn_iachini_2015.php#.VRFbU-FUjD4

McNair Scholar David Wheaton recognized as an Everyday Hero

. . . . This year, there were a total of 65 nominations composed of students, faculty and staff. The group of heroes included Erik Frankforter, Tiffany Rogers, Mary Barradas, Adam Hartstone-Rose, Tushar Yadav, David Wheaton, Lynwood Watts, Zoe Henrikson, Deborah Beck, Davontae Brown and Gabriela Santos, to name a few. http://www.dailygamecock.com/article/2015/03/hero-awards-2015